Abstract. Small amplitude free oscillations of axisymmetric capillary bridges are considered for varying valúes of the capillary Reynolds number C~1 and the slenderness of the bridge A. A semi-analytical method is presented that provides cheap and accurate results for arbitrary valúes of C~1 and A; several asymptotic limits (namely, C< 1,C> l,ACl and \TT -A| <C 1) are considered in some detail, and the associated approximate results are checked. A fairly complete picture of the (fairly complex) spectrum of the linear problem is obtained for varying valúes of C and A. Two kinds of normal modes, called capillary and hydrodynamic respectively, are almost always clearly identified, the former being associated with free surface deformation and the latter, only with the infernal flow field; when C is small the damping rate associated with both kind of modes is comparable, and the hydrodynamic ones explain the appearance of secondary (steady or slowly-varying) streaming flows.
Introduction
Liquid bridges have been receiving a continued attention in the literature due to their intrinsic interest as basic configurations to understand some capillary and thermocapillary phenomena in microgravity, and to their applications in some natural phenomena and industrial processes. This paper is concerned with linear mechanical oscillations of liquid bridges for arbitrary valúes of the capillary Reynolds number C . Of course, the more interesting features associated with the spatio-temporal mechanical behavior of liquid bridges, such as breakage [1, 2] , hysteresis [3] , chaotic behavior [4, 5] or streaming flows [3] , [6] - [9] , are absent when nonlinear terms are completely neglected. But the weakly-nonlinear description of that phenomena strongly relies on the precise qualitative and quantitative knowledge of linear effects. Unfortunately, several basic issues on linear theory concerning both theory and comparison with experiments remain uncovered, also for related fluid configurations (see [10] - [16] and references given therein); we expect the basic ideas in this paper to also apply to these related problems.
Previous work on linear oscillations of liquid bridges include the analyses of the strictly inviscid case [17, 18] and of the limits C" 1 > 1 ( [19] - [21] ) and C" 1 < 1 ( [22] ), and direct numerical computations for finite Reynolds numbers [23] . In particular, a boundary layer analysis was done by Borkar & Tsamopoulos [19] to calcúlate a first approximation of the damping rate that only accounted for viscous dissipation in the Stokes oscillatory boundary layers near the disks supporting the bridge; in order to doctor a strong discrepancy with experiments, a wetting boundary condition, with an adjustable parameter, was introduced for the free surface (even though the experiment suggested pinned ends). Such phenomenological condition was (implicitly) seen to be unnecessary by Tsamopoulos et al. [23] , after a fully viscous, numerical computation with pinned-end boundary conditions that gave results that appeared to be in good agreement with experiments [6] . The above-mentioned discrepancy in [19] was explained by Higuera et al. [20] by just calculating a second approximation of the damping rate that also accounted for viscous dissipation in the bulk; in fact we shall check below that this approximation gives reasonably good results for moderately large valúes of C (say, larger than 50), while the first approximation in [19] is good only for unrealistically large valúes (say, C > 10 ). The results in [23] were obtained by a finite element method that required to calcúlate the generalized eigenvalues of a large matrix A and allowed fairly precise calculations in the range 3<C-1 < 10 3 : the second limit was due to computer capability limitations (and could be seemingly improved today) but the first limit was not explained. Also, as we shall see in §3, Tsamopoulos et al. [23] ignored some overdamped eigenmodes (which will be called hydrodynamíc below) exhibiting a damping rate that is comparable to that of the ones they considered (which will be called capíllary).
In this paper we shall consider the axisymmetric case, and use a semi-analytical method that consists of expanding the stream function as a series of producís of trigonometric and Bessel functions. The main, well-known difiiculty of the method is that the no-slip conditions at the disks cannot be satisfied by each term in the expansión. The difiiculty was solved by Joseph and co-workers [24] - [26] by using bíorthogonal seríes; the main idea involved (coming from the solution of a similar difiiculty in elasticity problems [27] , was to expand the solution in terms of the eigenfunctions of an associated biharmonic problem, which satisfies the no-slip conditions. After truncation to N terms (truncation errors are not easily estimated, see [24] and [26] ) and elimination of spurious solutions [22] , the eigenfrequencies Í2j and damping rates -QR are calculated by setting to zero the determinant of a complex N x N matrix [22] - [23] whose coefiicients depend nonlinearly on Í2j and QR. The main difficulties associated with this method come from the need of an initial guess, the significant role of truncation errors [22] and the appearance of spurious wriggles even at lower modes [23] . In this paper we shall require each term in the expansión to satisfy only one no-slip condition, and shall write down the more general solution not satisfying the other no-slip condition as the addition of two series; the other no-slip condition will be imposed to the whole series expansión. In fact, the pinned-end boundary condition that must be imposed to the free surface involves an additional difficulty that also appeared and was already solved in the strictly inviscid case [17, 28] . After truncation toM + JV terms (truncation errors will be easily estimated and convergence will be easily improved, see [29] ) the eigenfrequencies and damping rates will be calculated by solving a scalar, complex, truncated characteristic equation; in order to calcúlate the characteristic equation we shall only need to invert either aMxMoraJVxW matrix. As we shall see, the method provides quite accurate and inexpensive results even for extreme valúes of the capillary Reynolds number, ranging from, say, 10 to 10 . The only problem is that we shall need an initial guess; we shall solve that difñculty by using approximate, asymptotic solutions for small or large valúes of the capillary Reynolds number (which will be also considered below), and applying a standard continuation technique [30] , which will also provide plots of the eigenfrequencies and damping rates in terms of (the capillary Reynolds number and) the slenderness of the bridge. Let us point out here that the method in this paper is readily extended to obtain a semianalytical solution of more general linear problems, as will be explained below, at the end of §3.1.
The paper is organized as foliows. The governing equations will be formulated in §2, and solved by the above-mentioned semi-analytical method in §3, where the dependence of the eigenfrequency and damping rate on the slenderness and the capillary Reynolds number will be also analyzed. The asymptotic solutions in some limiting cases will be considered in §4 and a comparison with approximate results from 1-D models [31] will be made in §5. Finally, several concluding remarks will be made in §6.
Formulation
We consider a liquid bridge of length L, held by surface tensión between two parallel, circular, coaxial disks of equal radii R. The density and viscosity of the surrounding gas are negligible as compared to the corresponding properties, p and p, of the liquid (then the gas does not affect the dynamics of the liquid), and the latter and the surface tensión a are uniform and constant, and such that the gravitational Bond number B = pgR ¡a (g = gravitational acceleration) is appropriately small; then gravity will be neglected. Finally, the free surface is anchored at the edges of the disks, the volume of the liquid equals that of the space in the cylinder bounded by the disks and we shall consider axisymmetric small-amplitude, free oscillations around the static cylindrical shape, and neglect nonlinear corrections.
We shall use R and the capillary time [pR /a) / as characteristic length and time for nondimensionalization of the governing equations (continuity and momentum conservation) and boundary conditions (non-slipping at the disks, smoothness of the pressure and velocity fields at the axis of symmetry, kinematic compatibility and tangential and normal stress balances at the free surface, and anchorage of the free surface at the edges of the disks), which are written in terms of the shape of the free surface, r = f(z,t), and the usual stream function, which for convencience will be written as rip, Le.,
Here u and w are the (radial and axial) components of the velocity field in a cylindrical coordínate system (r,6,z), with its origin midway between the disks. If, in addition we linearize around the static state (/ = 1, ¡p = 0) and make a normal mode decomposition by seeking solutions of the form
where e -> 0 and ce. stands for the complex conjúgate, then F and </ > are seen to be given by the following linear eigenvalue problem and for convenience we are imposing conservation of volume in (2.7). That linear problem depends only on two parameters, the capillary Reynolds number C ( C is also called capillary number or Ohnesorge number) and the slenderness A = L/2R, which will be assumed to be smaller than ir to avoid the Rayleigh instability. In addition to the normal modes given by (2.2)-(2.7), the system is readily seen to exhibit axisymmetric modes with non-vanishing azimuthal velocity v, which are readily calculated in closed-form (up to a constant factor) as -r-A
Semi-analytical solution in the generic case
For the sake of clarity, some involved expressions appearing in this section are given in the Appendix, at the end of the paper. The basic semianalytical solution to (2.2)-(2.7) is obtained in §3.1, where the scope of the method is also discussed. Then truncation errors are analyzed and convergence is improved (in §3.2).
Basic semianalytical solution
The function tp = CC^/Ü satisfies (see (2.2) and (2.4))
The general solution of that problem can be written as That problem has a imique solution (if i¡i is given), which can be written as
At the moment we have only imposed the first boundary condition (2.3), the boundary conditions (2.4) and the second boundary condition (2.5). The complex coefficients a m , -f n and S n and the function F are calculated below by applying the second condition(s) (2.3) (which determines {7"} and {S n }), and the first condition (2.5) and conditions (2.6)-(2.7) (which determine {a m } and F).
The second boundary condition (2.3) is equivalent to impose that <f> z (r, ±A) is orthogonal to Ji(Afcr) for all k, that is to say 4> z (r, ±A) Ji(Afcr)rdr = 0 for all k, (3.9) and when this condition is applied to (3. where A\ m is given in the Appendix (eq. (Al)) and we have taken into account that J[(Xk) = Jo(^k) (see (3. 3)), eq. (3.4) and the well-known expressions for integráis of producís of Bessel functions in, e.g., [33] ). When taking into account (3.8) , the first boundary condition (2.5) yields
where Á^r í is given in the Appendix (eq. (Al)). On the other hand, if (3.8) is replaced in the right hand side of (2.6), the resulting equation is integrated and (3.4) is used, then we obtain
where A^, A\ and A" are as given in the Appendix (eq. (A2)-(A3)) and the coefficients K\, K<2 and K3 are obtained upon application of conditions (2.7), as where A^n is as given in the Appendix (eq. (A.4)). Now, by collecting our results above we can see two uncoupled systems of infinitely many equations. Eqs. (3.10), (3.14) and (3.17) involve only the sequences { a m} m =odd an( i {in}, and the scalar K\\ by requiring that system to have a nontrivial solution we obtain a characterístíc equatíon giving the eigenvalue Q. The associated eigenmodes are such that a m = S n = 0 for all m = even and all n, and will be called odd modes. Similarly, eqs. (3.11), (3.15)-(3.16) and (3.18) involve only the sequences {a m }m=even, {^n} and the scalar K<2 and provide a second characterístíc equatíon for the eigenvalue Q; the associated eigenmodes are such a m = 7" = 0 for all m = odd and all n, and will called even modes. Note that the shape of the interface F is an odd function of the axial variable z and the stream function </ > is an even function (thus the axial velocity is even and the radial velocity and pressure are odd) for odd modes, and the opposite is true for even modes. The existence of both kinds of modes could have been anticipated if taking into account that the linear problem (2.2)-(2.7) is invariant under the symmetries
The two linear systems posed byeqs.(3.10), (3.14), (3.17) and eqs.(3.11), (3.15)-(3.16), (3.18) cannot be solved in closed form. Thus they will be solved approximately upon truncatíon and, in order to lessen the computational cost, convergence properties of the process will be improved below. But first, two remarks about the ideas leading to the solution above are in order:
a. A similar procedure could have been followed by first imposing the second condition (2.3) , instead of the first one, when solving (3.6); then the general solution (3.2) of (3.1) should have been written in terms of the system {cos[/ m (z + A)]} and the subsequent expressions (3.8)-(3.18) should have been modified accordingly.
b. The ideas above apply to more general linear problems, whenever the spatial geometry (e.g., a strip or a cylinder) is appropriate to separation of variables, but some of the boundary conditions cannot be satisfied by each term in the resulting sequence. If only those conditions that can be imposed term-by-term are considered, the general solution of the resulting under-determined problem will depend on several sequences of undetermined coefiicients, one for each boundary condition that is not imposed. When those additional boundary conditions are imposed, a set of linear systems of infinitely many equations are obtained to calcúlate (after truncation) the above-mentioned undetermined coefiicients. The two key steps in the process (which require some care) are the calculation of the general solution of the under-determined problem, and the imposition of the additional boundary conditions to that general solution.
Truncation errors and convergence acceleration
Equations ( respectively, and the crucial step in order to improve convergence is to lessen truncation errors in the first series in the right hand sides of (3.14)-(3.15). To this end we add and subtract the quantities
to the right hand sides of (3.14) and (3.15) respectively, to rewrite these equations as Now the truncation error in the right hand sides of (3.21)-(3.22) (which will replace
had before (see (3.20) ). Now, after truncation, from eq. (3.17) we readily obtain the vector {a m } in terms of the vector {7"} and the scalar K\. Substitution of this expression into (3.10) leads to a linear system of N equations that can be solved to obtain {7"} in terms of K\ (that problem has been checked to be non singular for all tested valúes of the parameters). Then we only need to substitute the resulting expressions for {cf-m}, {in} and (3.19) into (3.21) Before proceeding further we point out that the characteristic equations (3.24)-(3.25) exhibit spuríous solutíons that must be eliminated and are seen to occur when Í/" + 1 = 0, for some positive integer n; according to the definitions (3.4), these spurious solutions are Q = -C(í + A").
In order to calcúlate Q from (3.24) and (3.25) we do not use a Newton's method because to calcúlate the derivatives of HM,N is a tedious task. Instead, we employ a false posítíon (or regula falsi) method [34] in the complex plañe, which is fairly fast (two steps of the method are roughly equivalent to one step of Newton's), but we need an initial estimate; the second estimate required to initiate the iterative process may be taken as any valué of Q that is cióse to the estimate. For comparison we give our approximation of the first eigenvalue in Table 1 , for two pairs of valúes of the truncation parameters M and N, along with the approximations by Tsamopoulos et al. [23] (which required to calcúlate the generalized eigenvalues of a 899 x 899 matrix), by Borkar & Tsamopoulos [19] , and Higuera et al. [20] and by Nicolás [22] (which apply to large and small valúes of the capillary Reynolds number C respectively). Note that there is a difierence on the definition of the slenderness in this paper and in [23] ; we have selected the valué A = 7r/4 that corresponds to most numerical results in [23] . In order to check relative errors in both frequency and damping rate, the results for M = N = 8 and 32 are written with precisely the number of digits that are exact. Note that converge nce is quite fast as M and N increase, and that the results in [23] also provide fairly good results in the interval 2.45 < C < 10 . Finally, the approximations in [20] and [22] provide reasonably good results (for C > 50 and C < 1 respectively), but the first approximation in [19] highly underestimates damping, even for C = 10 . These results illustrate that we can calcúlate the eigenvalues with extreme precisión at a reasonahle computational cost. This fact is important to ensure that some unexpected behavior of the eigenvalues in our results below is not due to lack of precisión. In fact, all results helow are exact up to the precisión of the plots.
Continuation of solutions and basic results
If the false position method is combined with a pseudo-arclength continuation method (see, e.g., [30] ), then the initial estimate for each iteration is obtained in a natural way (by means of, e.g., second order extrapolation based on the last 
three calculated points). In this way we obtain the plots of the eigenvalues in terms of A for a fixed valué of C that are explained below. At the moment, just note that some of the plots (e.g., that in Fig. Ib) are quite involved, with many points (which are bifurcation points of the characteristic equation) where a pair of complex conjúgate eigenvalues coalesce on the real axis. The false position method converges quite slowly near those points. In order to avoid the need of approaching too much to one such point, (fio, Ao), the following asymptotic expansión of the eigenvalues
may be used in its vicinity, where the real constants D\ and D 2 can be numerically computed in each case. The plot of the damping rate in terms of A for C = .2 for some of the first eigenmodes, is given in Fig. la , where the real eigenvalues are plotted with solid lines and the complex ones with dashed lines. Note that there are two kinds of eigenvalues. Some of them (to be called capillary in the sequel) are complex in the plot except as A approaches the Rayleigh instability limits, which are the roots of sinA = 0 and A-tanA = 0, (3.27) for odd and even modes respectively (then A ~ 3.14, 4.49, 6.28 and 7.73 for the first four capillary modes). But, in addition to these capillary modes, there are other branches of (hydrodynamic) eigenvalues that are always real and were not detected in [23] . Note that these hydrodynamic modes should not be ignored because they exhibit a damping rate that is of the same order as that of the capillary ones, and this is more true as C decreases, as we shall see in §4.1. Also, even though they do not affect much the linear evolution of the interface, they do affect the evolution of the velocity field, and moreover they are conceptually important because they are essentially associated with steady streaming, as it will be explained in §4.1.1.
The main difference between capillary and hydrodynamic modes is that the free surface deformation plays an essential role in the former but is unimportant in the latter (that would also exist if the free surface were undeformable). In order to illustrate this statement, the free surface deformation F and the axial velocity at the interface, W = <j> r + r <j>, are plotted in Fig. 2 for A = 1, C = .1 and the first capillary (plot(a)) and hydrodynamic (plot(b)) modes; note that the free surface deformation is quite small for the latter (in fact,
The clear distinction between capillary and hydrodynamic modes in Fig. la is due to the fact that C is small (even though for C large a similar distinction appears, as it will be seen in §4.2), A is not too small and we are not plotting higher order modes. For a small but fixed valué of C that clear distinction disappears (and the associated branches Q = Q(A) merge) as either A ~ C for a fixed capillary mode orasíl~ C for a fixed valué of A, as it will be seen in §4.1; in both limits capillary modes merge with the hydrodynamic ones and the associated eigenvalue Q becomes real. This is not appreciated in Fig. la where (in order to better illustrate the remaining above-mentioned properties) we neither consider the interval .01 < A < .1 ñor plot higher order modes, but this effect is clearly seen in Fig. Ib, which is considered now.
The plot of -QR VS. A for smaller valúes of C is similar to that in Fig. la (as it will be seen in §4.1). As C increases, instead, the above-mentioned región, where capillary and hydrodynamic modes merge, enlarges and finally all modes become real. That merging process takes place fairly quickly in the interval . The shape of the real branches in Fig. le suggests the formation of isolas (as that in Fig. Id ), but they may survive only for C in quite narrow intervals. Note that the distinction between capillary and hydrodynamic modes is not clear in this merging interval .5 < C < 1; that distinction will appear again for still larger valúes of C, as we shall see in §4.2.
Asymptotic results for limiting valúes of C and A
Let us consider now the relevant limiting valúes of C and A, namely, C« 1, C ^> 1 and A « 1. Note that we are ignoring here the limit A ^> 1 because for A > TT the bridge is unstable due to the Rayleigh instability. Nevertheless, that limit leads to the well-known 1-D models that have been thoroughly analyzed in the literature, and claimed to provide good results for modérate (i.e., smaller than ir) valúes of A; that claim will be discussed in §5. The aim of this section is two-fold. On the one hand, we pursue the understanding of the dependence of the frequency and damping rate on the parameters C and A. On the other hand, we seek for simplified characteristic equations that apply in the limiting cases, and analyze the scope of the associated approximate results.
The limiting cases below could be directly analyzed in the characteristic equations derived in §3, which are valid for arbitrary valúes of the parameters. But then we would lose any insight into the relevant physical mechanisms that apply in each limit. Therefore, we shall consider below the approximate asymptotic equations in each limit, whose associated characteristic equation is precisely the one obtained mathematically as the limit of the characteristic equation derived in §3.
The nearly-inviscid limit C -> 0
líC is small then two distinguished limits must be considered, |Q| ~ C and |Q| ~ 1, which yield hydrodynamíc modes and capillary modes respectively. Let us point here that hydrodynamic modes have not been always explicity considered (the only exceptions seem to be [20] and [21] ) in the linear analysis of liquid bridges. This is so in spite of the fact that their existence in nearly-inviscid surface wave problems may be anticipated (as already pointed out by Lamb [34] ) by just noticing that the limit C -> 0 is a singular perturbatíon límít. When considering capillary modes, viscous terms are ignored in first approximation; consequently, the original fourthorder equation (2.2) for the stream function becomes a second-order equation, and a part of the spectrum is necessarily lost.
Hydrodynamíc modes correspond to solutions of (2. where Qi is real and negative and was first obtained by Higuera et al. [20] , to be in terms of the radial and azimuthal wavenumbers n and m, where Ai, A2, ..., are the positive roots of Ji(A n ) = 0, and, for each n, /x n i, /x n 2, • • •, are the (strictly) positive roots of one of the following equations:
tanh(A n A) = A n tan(/x nTO A), A n tanh(A n A) + ¡i nm tan(,u nm A) = 0. The plot of -Qj in terms of the slenderness (as calculated from (4.2) for the first few odd modes is given with dashed lines in Fig. 3 , where the essentially exact valúes of -Q/C (as calculated from the characteristic equation (3.24) derived in §3) for C = .2 are also plotted with solid lines for comparison; the plot for even modes is completely similar. Note that the approximation is quite good even for that not-so-small valué of C. The main difference between the exact and approximate branches is that they are connected in a different way near the double points of the approximate curves. Thus those parts of the dashed lines not followed by continuous lines just correspond to the fourth and upper branches of the exact solutions (for C = 0.2), which are not given in Fig. 3 . Also, in some sense, the hydrodynamic modes appear as a múltiple eigenvalue Q ~ 0 in a standard direct numerical calculation; this could explain that these eigenvalues were not detected in [23] . Still, as anticipated above, the free surface deformation F is quite small for hydrodynamic modes (see (4.1)). Thus these modes are expected to play a secondary role in free linear oscillations if only the free surface deformation is observed; but they do play an essential role in linear or weakly nonlinear oscillations if, in addition, the flow pattern inside the liquid bridge is considered, as we discuss below, in §4.1.1.
For capillary modes the eigenvalue Q may be expanded as
where QQ, QJ and Q 2 are rea l an( i strictly positive if 0 < A < ir. The first term corresponds to the inviscid limit and was first calculated by Sanz [17] , while the second term (first obtained by Borkar & Tsamopoulos [19] ) accounts for the leading order efiect of the Stokes boundary layers near the disks. The third term is real and accounts for viscous dissipation in the bulk and a first correction of viscous dissipation in the Stokes boundary layer and was calculated by Higuera et al. [20] . The first two terms in (4.3) amount to a good approximation of the frequency [19, 20] but a poor approximation of the damping rate except for unrealistically small valúes of C, as anticipated above and already appreciated in Table 1 . This is so because Ü2/^l is always large, of the order of 10 [20] . The first three terms in (4.3) instead give a reasonably good approximation of the damping rate, as illustrated in Figure 4 for C = 10 and the first four capillary modes; this is also true for gravity-capillary waves in cylindrical containers, where a three-term approximation like that in (4.3) has solved a discrepancy of former theoretical calculations of the damping rates with measured ones ( [13] - [15] and references given therein). Note that the damping rate of capillary modes for C = 10 is comparable to that of hydrodynamic modes (compare Figs. 3 and 4 and also that, for C = 10 , -fl/C is quite well approximated by the plots with dashed lines in Fig. 3) ; for smaller valúes of C, -VÍR/C remains essentially constant for hydrodynamic modes and increases for capillary modes (see (4.1) and (4.3)). The approximation (4.3) breaks down in three limiting cases (as either A ~ C , |A -TT| -C 2 or Q -C-3 ) that are now considered in some detail. a.-The size of the oscillatory boundary layers is of the order of (C/Qo)
• Since ÜO ~ A / as A -> 0, when A ~ C (or smaller than that) the Stokes boundary layers are no longer small as compared to the slenderness and the approximation above must fail. The distinguished limit now is A -C 2 -• 0, Q -A" 3 / 2 and its analysis (which explains the left part of the upper merging región in Fig. Ib) is beyond the scope of this paper. Instead, the simpler sub-limit fl ~ (AC) , with A <C C , will be considered in §4.3, as a particular case of the limit A -> 0, to illustrate that the eigenvalues must be real if A is sufficiently small.
b.-The frequency Qo vanishes at the positive roots of the two equations (3.27). In particular, the frequency associated with the first mode vanishes at A = ir, and it is such that ÜQ/(A -ir) - .7), £}\, <f>\ and FQ are seen to be given by a linear problem, which is written in [20] (note that there is a difference on the definition of the stream function in this paper and in [20] ). The semi-analytical solution of that problem is obtained by a method like that in §3 and is omitted for the sake of brevity. The plot of the real and imaginary parts of Qi in terms of / is given with solid lines in Fig. 5 where, for comparison, the essentially exact valúes of the real and imaginary parts of Q/C for C = .1 (as calculated from the characteristic equation derived in §3) are also plotted with dashed lines. Note that Qi = Q/C = 0 at / = 0 (Le., at A = ir, the Rayleigh instability limit), as was to be expected, and that the approximation above is quite good for that moderately small valué of C (in fact, for C = .02 the exact and approximate curves are indistinguishable). Note that this limit gives that part of the branch associated with the first mode that is real near A = ir in Fig. la . c-For high-order modes the inviscid eigenfrequency Qo °f the n-th mode grows as n / (as n -> 00), and the associated stream function exhibits a fast oscillation in the axial direction, with a wave-length of the order of n , and decays exponentially as n(l -r) -> 00; the inviscid eigenmodes are nothing but standing capíllary wavetraíns that affect only an inviscid región of thickness n near the free surface. If, in addition, nC <C 1 then the thickness of the inviscid región is still large as compared to the thickness of the oscillatory boundary layer near the free surface, and the analysis above still applies for normal modes. If instead n ~ C (or larger than that) then the size of the oscillatory boundary layer is no longer small as compared to that of the inviscid región and the analysis above must fail. The distinguished limit is now |Q| ~ C and normal modes are standing viscous wavetrains, with a wavelength of the order of C , and the stream function decaying exponentially as C (1 -r) -> 00. This limit corresponds precisely to where e is appropriately small and /3_|_ and /?_ are complex parameters of order unity accounting for the re-scaled vibrating amplitudes and phases. Note that we are including g-jitter as a particular case, when /3_|_ = /3_. Since both capillary and hydrodynamic modes are only weakly damped, both of them must be taken into account when analyzing the weakly-nonlinear response of the bridge. Capillary modes are associated with capillary waves that are directly excited by the vibration of the disks. Hydrodynamic modes, instead, are associated with a secondary streaming flow (which is steady if forcing is appropriately small but may be slowly varying otherwise). This flow is forced by well known mechanisms resulting from parametric resonance effects in the oscillatory boundary layers, first considered by Schlichting [35] and Longuet-Higgins [36] . Thus hydrodynamic modes explain the (surprising at first sight) fact that small-amplitude disks vibrations produce nonlinear streaming flows, with an associated effective Reynolds number that can be fairly large; these flows appear in a natural way in the weakly-nonlinear description of the capillary bridge response. The spatio-temporal structure of both the capillary waves and the streaming flow highly depends, both qualitatively and quantitatively, on whether the forcing frequency is of order unity or large (the distinguished limits cu ~ C and u¡ ~ C must be considered separately when u¡ is large) and on whether u> is cióse to an inviscid natural frequency or not if u> is of order unity; if cu ~ C then cu is always cióse to many inviscid natural frequencies (because two consecutive natural frequencies satisfy Í2 n -|_i -fl n ~ n / <C íl n ~ n if Q n -C-1 ) and many capillary modes must be considered simultaneously that amount to a pair of capillary wavetrains that are forced and reflected at the disks, and are damped by viscous dissipation as they propágate along the free surface. See [3] , [8] and [9] for the analysis of the limits u¡ ~ 1 and u¡ ~ C .
The strongly viscous limit C -> oo
Let us now consider the limit C -> oo, to obtain asymptotic results that yield good approximations for moderately large valúes of C (roughly, C > 2). We must consider two distinguished limits, Q ~ C and Q ~ C, which yield capillary modes and hydrodynamic modes respectively
For capillary modes we seek the expansions
where (upon substitution into (2.2)-(2.7) and setting to zero the leading orders terms) Qi, </ >i and ib are seen to be given by Thus Q\ is real. If, in addition, A < 7r then J_ A (|íg| 2 -|íb| 2 ) dz > 0 (according to the variational definition of the first eigenvalue of F" + F + AF = 0 if -A < z < A, F(±A) = O, which is strictly positive if A < ir), and Qi is obviously strictly negative, as stated. Now, the linear problem (4.7)-(4.11) is solved by a semi-analytical method like that in §3, to obtain the semi-analytical solution in the Appendix; alternatively, the semi-analytical solution may be obtained directly from that in §3 when taking the limit suggested by the expansions (4.6). When solving (4.7)-(4.11) in this way we obtain the plot of -Qi in terms of A given by solid lines in Fig. 6 for the first four modes. For comparison we also give with dashed lines the essentially exact valúes of -CQ for C = 2, as calculated by the characteristic equation in §3. Note that Qi = CQ = 0 at A = ir (the Rayleigh instability limit) as was to be expected, and that the approximation is quite good even for that not-so-large valué of C. Let us point here that the problem (4.7)-(4.11) was first solved in Nicolás [22] by means of biorthogonal series, but that solution is much more expensive than the semianalytical solution considered here. For hydrodynamic modes we seek the expansions
where Qo an( i </ >o are given by 4>0rr + 4>0r -4>o -4>0zz = &o(4>Or + 4>o)
-(<t>0rrr + 3<t>0rzz + 3</>0rr) =0 at T = 1, (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) while F\ is seen to be as given by F\ = -4>Q Z /VÍQ. Here the operator £ is again as defined in (2.8) . The eigenvalue Qo is always real and negative, as readily seen from the following equation
which is readily obtained upon multiplication of (4.13) by (¡>o, integration in 0 < r < 1, -A < z < A, integration by parts and substitution of the boundary conditions (4.14)-(4.15). The linear problem (4.13)-(4.15) is solved by a semianalytical method like that in §3. For the sake of brevity that semi-analytical solution of (4.13)-(4.15) is omitted. The plot of -Qo m terms of A for the first few odd modes is found to be as that in Fig. 7 , where again we have also plotted with dashed fines the essentially exact valúes of -Q/C for C = 5. Note that again the approximation is quite good. Also, contrary to Fig. 3 , there are no intersections between different approximate branches and the exact and approximate branches are connected in a completely similar way. This has been carefully checked, specially for higher order modes, near those points that behave as double points at first sight. A comment on these two kinds of modes is now in order. As it happened when C <C 1, the main difference between capillary and hydrodynamic modes is that the free surface deformation is essential in the former and it plays no role in the latter (see (4.6) and (4.12)). But now both kinds of modes are always overdamped (Le., Q is real) and the spectra is well separated (damping is much higher for hydrodynamic modes than for capillary ones, and thus the former have no much interest in practice).
Short liquid bridges: A -> 0
If C is kept constant (and of order unity) then as A -> 0 we must distinguish two asymptotic limits, |Q| ~ A and |Q| ~ A , that correspond to capillary modes and hydrodynamic modes respectively. The analysis of the latter is beyond the scope of this paper; their associated eigenfunctions exhibit fast oscillations (with a wavelength of the order of A) in the radial direction, and their analysis requires to consider three distinguished regions, r~A, A<r~l-r and 1 -r ~ A.
Capillary where K ^ 0 is a complex constant, HOT stands for higher order terms and Si and ¿2 are the first-quadrant complex roots of sin(2¿i) = 25i and sin(2(52) + 25<2 = 0.
Then </ >o and their partial derivatives decay exponentially as £ -> -oo and the manipulations with the integráis below are justified. Now we only need to multiply (4.18) by <¡>o (the complex conjúgate of </>o), intégrate the resulting equation in -oo < £ < 0, -1 < r¡ < 1, intégrate by parts repeatedly and apply the boundary conditions (4.19)-(4.21) to obtain íh / |i^(í?)| 2 dí7 = -/ / \4> 0ee -<¡>o m ? + 4|^| 2 dedíy.
Thus Qo is rea l an( i negative, as stated. b.-The problem (4.18)-(4.21) is a canonical problem that yields the capillary modes of a semi-infinite liquid slab between two semi-infinite parallel plates in the limit when the capillary Reynolds number (based on the distance between the plates) is small. c-Although we assumed that the capillary Reynolds number C is of order unity, the model (4.18)-(4.21) applies whenever A +A/C <C 1 for arbitrary valúes of C, as is readily seen. Therefore the solution to that problem also gives the asymptotic behavior of the solution of the model (4.7)-(4.11), considered in §4.2, as A -> 0, and also the asymptotic behavior of the solution of (2.2)-(2.7) as A <C C <C 1 (and |Q| ~ (AC) ), as mentioned in §4.1.
d.-The problem (4.18)-(4.21) may be solved by a semi-analytical method like that in §3, the main difference being that now we must use sine-and cosine-Fourier transform in the £ variable; alternatively, we may take the appropriate limit, according to (4.17) , in the semi-analytical solution in §3, or, according to Remark (c) above, we may take the appropriate limit in the semi-analytical solution of (4.7)-(4.11) which is given in the Appendix. For the sake of brevity, that semianalytical solution of (4.18)-(4.21) is omitted. When using it, the first four (two odd and two even) eigenvalues of (4.18)-(4.21) are found to be Q 0 --1-493, Q 0 --2.188, Q 0 --3.050, and Q 0 --3.794.
In order to check numerically the approximation above, and to illustrate the main argument in Remark (c) above, we plot in Fig. 8 the real part of -CICA, with A small, for the first mode and several representative valúes of C, from fairly small to large valúes.
The validity of one-dimensional models
These models are obtained in the limit A -> oo. Since A should not be larger than TT to avoid the Rayleigh instability, not much relevant information should be expected from these models. Nevertheless, they provide a good approximation for the first few capillary modes and moderately large (smaller than ir) valúes of A. For C small and large this assertion has been seen to be true in [31] , where the results obtained by these models were seen to compare well with asymptotic results for capillary modes in [20] and in [22] (and these results provide good approximations, as we have seen in this paper); hydrodynamic modes, instead, were not compared for large and small C. A comparison for an intermedíate valué of C is given in Fig. 9 , where it is seen that, again, the 1-D approximation is quite good for the first capillary mode but that it is quite poor for the first hydrodynamic mode even for A = 5 that is fairly large. Note that the approximation in §4.1, instead, is quite good for the first hydrodynamic mode even though C is not so small, and this explains the failure of 1-D results. Namely, the stream function is far from being either linear, quadratic or cubic with r, as assumed in 1-D models (see [31] ); according to [20] the stream function behaves radially as Ji(Air), with Ai -3.8317.
Concluding remarks
We have analyzed the free, linear, axisymmetric oscillations of a liquid bridge for varying valúes of the relevant parameters, the capillary Reynolds number C and the slenderness A. A semi-analytical method, combined with a numerical continuation technique, has been used that provides accurate and cheap results except, of course, when two branches of the spectra approach each other (and the continuation becomes almost degenerate). Several relevant limits were considered and the associated asymptotic results were obtained and compared with the exact ones. Finally, the approximate results obtained by one-dimensional models have been checked. The main conclusions are now summarized for convenience. The real part of the eigenvalue Q of (a) the first capillary mode and (b) the first hydrodynamic mode in terms of the slenderness for C = .2. Comparison between the exact valúes ( ), the approximation in [31] . ( ) and the approximation (4.1) ( ).
a.-If C is small two kinds of modes have been obtained. The deformation of the interface plays an essential role only in the capillary modes, which are oscillatory while the hydrodynamic modes are overdamped and were not detected in previous numerical calculations of the linear spectrum; these modes has been explained (in §4.1.1) to be essentially related to the secondary streaming flow that is receiving an increasing attention in the literature. The semi-analytical, threeterms approximation obtained in [20] for capillary modes has been checked to provide reasonably good results for C < .01; a first approximation (in closed-form) of the hydrodynamic modes has been also seen to provide good results for C < .1. The branches of capillary and hydrodynamic modes become connected with each other in an upper merging región (for Q -C- 3 and A > C 2 ) and in a lower merging región (for A > 7r). For A<C (or |Q| ^> C ) the distinction between capillary and hydrodynamic modes re-appear again, but now all of them are overdamped. The limit A <C C was considered in §4.3, but the limit |Q| ^> C has not been treated in the paper. In fact, (even) the (linear) response of the liquid bridge to high-frequency vibration of the disks involves many normal modes and is better analyzed in terms of highly oscillatory wavetrains (see, e.g., [9] ).
b.-The structure of the spectra described above qualitatively applies whenever C < .5. In the interval .5 < C < 1 there is a sharp and involved transition in the lower part of the spectra, where capillary and hydrodynamic modes coalesce and all of them become increasingly overdamped as C increases. If either A <C 1 or |ü| ^> 1 the distinction between capillary and hydrodynamic modes stands, with all of them overdamped and the spectra well separated (i.e., damping is much higher for hydrodynamic modes than for the capillary ones); again, no attention has been paid to the limit |Q| ^> 1. Finally, for C > 2 the asymptotic results for C ^> 1 apply; the distinction between both kinds of modes re-appear everywhere, with the spectra well separated and all modes overdamped.
c-The comparison in §5 with the approximate results from one-dimensional models has confirmed that the first few capillary modes are well approximated if A > 2, but the hydrodynamic ones are not, and a reason for the failure has been given.
Finally, we have neglected gravity and any departure of the liquid bridge volume from the cylindrical one, and these effects cannot be always ignored in millimetric liquid bridges. In fact, a first approximation of these effects could have been included in a somewhat straightforward manner (along with other related weak effects such as slow rotation around the axis of symmetry). The general case, when the effects are not weak, requires of course a direct numerical calculation of the associated linear eigenvalue problem but, even for that case, our results indicate the kind of (somewhat unexpectable) phenomena that will be encountered, and could be missed (as it happened in [23] ) if not known in advance.
